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PRIVATE TRAVEL CONSULTA NT

VILLA
CORDEVIGO
NR LAKE GARDA
VENETO

Situated amongst extensive vineyards, this highly
acclaimed Relais & Châteaux property more than lives
up to one’s expectations on every level. I am proud and
honoured to include this wonderful boutique home within
my very carefully selected portfolio of hotels.
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The original estate of Cordevigo was once
an ancient Roman settlement lying in the
heart of the Veneto with Villa Cordevigo
being an ancient patrician residence
dating back to the 18th century. The
Cordevigo complex originally belonged to
Count
Lombardo
and CONSULTA
today is ownedNT
by
PRIVATE
TRAVEL
the Cristoforetti and Delibori families who
have transformed it into an idyllic wine
relais which maintains the atmosphere of
a relaxed country house hotel.
As one arrives up the cypress tree lined
avenue one cannot fail to be struck by the
beauty and perfection of the manicured
vineyards and landscape. Beyond, by foot,
one enters into the enchanting Italianate
garden with its fountain set within the
buildings of the main villa with its two
lower ‘barchesse’ (wings) and enchanting
Renaissance patrician chapel. The colours
of the buildings are a rich mix of the
wonderful ochres and burnt terracotta
typical of the Veneto and one immediately
is taken back in time within this magical
oasis of peace and harmony.
The thirty-four rooms and suites are all
individually furnished and decorated

and of varying dimensions. Great care
has been taken to maintain the original
features and architecture of the building
and the interiors are a clever combination
of contemporary mixed with historical
thus maintaining authentic with the very
best in comfort. One cannot fail to be
impressed by the quality and exquisite
taste of the fabulous rich fabrics, carefully
selected lighting, excellent bathrooms
and fine linens. There is a peace and
tranquillity throughout and each room has
its own character and something unique
and particular to offer.

One of the key attractions at Villa
Cordevigo is of course the dining and wine
experience!
Michelin starred chef Marco Marras
focuses on traditional flavours using high
quality local and Mediterranean products
whilst reflecting the aristocratic history
of Cordevigo. Classic Italian recipes
and more contemporary fusion dishes
provide guests with a truly memorable
gastronomic experience. The superbly
stocked wine cellar at Oseleta Restaurant
prides itself on being one of the richest
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of the area with over 600 labels and the
sommelier at Villa Cordevigo will certainly
be appreciated by wine connoisseurs.
In addition to the Oseleta Restaurant
guests can enjoy delicious dining on the
terrace of the less formal Bistro both at
breakfast
as well CONSULTA
as under the stars
PRIVATEtime
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NT
in the evening and not to be missed is the
Fiordilej bar for aperitivi or digestivi be it
within the cosy atmosphere of the lounge
or outside on the large and wonderful
garden terrace looking over the park.

The Essentia Spa, with its extensive
range of treatments with exclusive
Vinoble products based on wine and
grapes, provides guests with the perfect
opportunity to enjoy an exclusive wellness
experience and the fabulous swimming
pool could not be a better place to chill out
with a book and a glass of Cordevigo wine
after perhaps a morning exploring Lake
Garda by private boat, a bike ride around
the vineyards or a visit to glorious nearby
Verona.
One is totally and utterly looked after at
Villa Cordevigo and nothing has been

left wanting. Being within the Relais &
Châteaux portfolio says it all really and
so I too am delighted to include Villa
Cordevigo within my own hand-picked
portfolio. I look forward to introducing
you to this very special and memorable
property.
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Information
Price:
• From €229 in a Classic Room per night and
from €450 in a Suite per night
Service:
PRIVATE TRAVEL CONSULTA NT
• B&B
• Luxury airport transfers
• Bilingual Concierge
Accommodation:
• 34 rooms and suites situated in the main
building and the barchesse (side wings)
- each with its own individual style and
furnishings
Facilities:
• Swimming pool
• Winery
• Oseleta Restaurant
• Bistro
• Fiordilej Bar
• Essentia SPA
• WI-FI internet access
Activities:
• Wine tasting
• Vineyard Tours & Wine Education
• Boat trips on Lake Garda
• Spa treatments
• Weddings and Ceremonies

Places of Interest:
• Lake Garda
• Verona
• Borghetto
• Cavaion Veronese
• Valpolicella
Airports:
• Verona 30 mins
• Venice 90 mins

